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The customers determine the success or failure of every commercial 
or industrial enterprise. They are sources of repeat sales and also 
sources of testimonies and reference. Thus the good will of customers 
has to be retained by effective communication, surveys to find out 
what they want, and determine their feelings and opinions about a new 
product. Good relations will depend on the consumers' conception of a 
quality of the product and service the company offers not only on 
price, but also on technology in places and sales channels. The way a 
company interacts with its customers is rapidly changing, with one of 
the goals being to take full advantage of every customer contact. It is 
no secret that successful business will have happy customers who 
cannot wait to come back and buy more things. In the world of e-
business, finding and keeping customers and making them happy is a 
different affair in our IT enabled-global village. In order to attract and 
keep customers, business organizations must successfully engage in 
customer relationship management. The paper examined the concept 
and the benefits of CRM and presented a programmed approach on 
how to attract and keep customers in e-business setting, as well as 
make them happy spending customers 

Introduction 

The new and rapidly evolving generic technologies, such as information technology, offer 

many opportunities and challenges for economic development. They offer new products, services, 

markets and businesses. E-business according to Ahmed (1999:26) and Amaefule (2001:159) is the 

transformation of the key business processes through the use of Internet technologies.. .Key business 

process include customer relations and support, sales and marketing, supply chain process, billing 

process, finance and production process 

The changing face of the e-commerce, points to proper management (planning, organizing, 

directing, and controlling) of customer relationships for better and improved business results. This 

obviously calls for managers of organisations especially those of the products and services companies 

to rethink or re-examine the way they do business and change the way they communicate with then' 

customers. Successful e-business is not only marriage of business and technology Amaefule(2001:159) 

but also ability to sublime the shape of organizations needs, keep customers happy and change the 

traditional model business on the Internet (Ahmed, 1999:25 and Woherem. 1993:6). Hence there is 

need to understand the tool-(CRM) which will attract, improve relations, and keep customers as well as 

complete customer contact environment with its attendant revenue generation and profitability indices. 

Continuous successful sales promotions are based on good customer relationship management (Ahmed, 

1999: 25). 

Today, most companies have to work hard to find, develop and keep their customers. Many 

companies now recognize the need for a strong focus on the customer at any and every “point of 

contact”. Companies are beginning to develop and implement strategies for collecting, organizing, 

managing, and using customer related information as stipulated in Loose (1999: 5). The bottom line is 

that competitive advantage, in today’s fast-paced, networked world, can only be achieved by exploiting 

customer knowledge better than your competitors. Ahmed (1999: 25) and Baumback ((1992:179) 

stated that those people from among the public who are attracted to the business, who decided to buy 

and later to buy again, (repeat sale or sales) are the very life of a business...Customer satisfaction is 

also the basis for the continued success of all (be businesses. The surest way to make a great deal of 

money is to find out what people need and want and to sell it to them at a profit. Hence the way a 

company interacts with its customer is rapidly changing, with one of the goals being to fully take 

advantage of every customer contact as better knowledge of the customer is known to propel the 

company to higher advantage as in Ahmed (1999:27) and Loose (1999: 5). Enlightened and lug time 

customers tolerate no mishandling, mislabeling, misinterpretation or misunderstanding.  



What does any company look for when choosing among competitive suppheis? 1 he 
product is no longer the only, or even the key differentiator among companies. The primary 

distinguishing factors are most often the sales channel, the price and the quality of customer 
service. When companies cannot count on their products to provide competiti ve advantage, 
then what do they use as the basis for generating sales and for winning customer’s loyalty 
(other than lowering the price)',' One of the answers is to improve the effectiveness of the 
customer interaction: contact must be made moie individual ized for the customer; the right 
tools must be available to the companies’ representatives and all possible customer 

information has to be collected. 
In a highly competitive environment, the emphasis must be on retaining existing 

customers and growing only the most profitable new ones. It has been estimated that it can 
be more expensive to get new customers than it is to retain existing ones as opined in Ahmed 
(1999:23) and Loose (I 999:5 ). Companies must develop customers’ Gentries to differentiate 
their customers based on their value to the company, as opined in Baumback( 1992:179). 

This is the essence of the CRM. Customer Relation Management (CRM) is now recognized 
as the key competitive differentiator for corporate organisations, although many in the sa me 
industry were yet to join the trend. While some, vein already engulfed by the web of CRM 
and are now reaping the benefits, some are not doing it all while a greater number have not 
fully understood the CRM issue. Many are still technology-focused and concentration is on 
product productions. 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM):- Conception 

There is yet no common and acceptable definition for the CRM among operators or 

users. Each differently defined the phrase to suit hi s business dimension or scope. For 

instance, Ahmed (1999:25) .sales automation tools vendors will define it as heavily weighted 

to managing the customer acquisition and contact management process. Vendors of customer 

service will lean more on the side of problem tracking and comprehensiv e reporting tools for 

sale centres. CRM is all of these and much more. The CRM touches all parts of a business 

organisation and therefore must be defined m the context of an enterprise wide solution.  

Ovum the director of SystemTec as in Ahmed (1999:25) opined that CRM is a 

management approach that enables organisation to identify, attract and improve retention of 

profitable customers through management of relationships with them. It is a management 

strategy or procedure which enables the organisation retain  the goodwill of its customers by 

communication, surveys to find out what they want, and asking the consuming public on 

their feelings and their opinion about a new and existing product in order to ensure repeat 

sales and obtain testimonies and references. He also agreed that CRM puts into practice the 

notion that focusing on customers, rather than products, is the most valuable proposition for 

greater business boom. 

Ahmed (1999:23) agreed that it is a procedure or policy of Corporate Managers of 

organization for building, maintaining and retaining good customer relation in order to 

benefit from their patronage and good will of the customer - for improved business results, 

profitability ami control of market share. He further staled that when organisation s olidifies 

their customers base evidently depicts that customers are satisfied with the services and 

products received from the company, it has a wild fire replicative effect as the customers 

will introduce, lure and drag new customers to patronise them. And the knowledge of 

customers is very important for growth of companies, that know ledge is a social process and 

since it involves people, companies need to have the incentives in place so that people share 

the knowledge about the customer 

In the view of Loose (1999:5) the acronym CRM refers to customer centric approach 

used to differentiate high value customer to the company, which includes the establishment, 

cultivation and maintenance of long testing and mutually beneficiary relationship with all of 

the company customers. He opined that large organisation such as banks, insurance 

companies, telecommunications providers, and utilities must learn to treat the customer as an 

individual, regardless of the method of contact because one -to-one approach to the customer 

is generally the most successful. 



CRM -An Organizations’ Cyberdoor For Customer Retention 

It is not easy to develop a product that people will want to buy .The trick is to 

develop a system and an organization that brings customer back over and over.  CRM requires 
that your w hole organization work in tandem to bring customer back through cyberdoors. 
This means that everyone 

has to do a good job, from the customers’ point of view, for instance Bekler & Strandem (1998). 

Baumback (1992:179) and Elsepeter (2001:41) advocated that... 

• The marketing Department has to create an image of the company that the customer cannot do 

without. 

• The online catalog has to be provided and should be easy to use and complete enough to give all 

information customers want. 

• The fulfillment department has to get orders out the door as fast as possible 

• If there is problem with an order, the customer service department has to respond to the 

customer’s concerns as quickly as possible. 

To ensure that you have the business framework in place to accommodate solid, effective CRM, 

you must focus on the following goals as discussed in Elsepeter (2001:40-42) 

• Expand sales with the existing customers. That is determining existing client needs and how to 

provide them. 

• Use integrated information. Ensure customers' stay at your site with their handy information. 

• Use more repeatable sales process. Develop more and more identical sales channels. 

• Create value and make customers loyal. Develop strategies to make your customers value your 

organization and make brand loyal through consistent prices, great customer service or speed 

delivery. 

• React immediately for procrastination is dangerous. Always look at your organization 

through the eyes of the customers (reaction or feedback cycle) Ferret out and find issues before 

they become problems. 

Among others the organizations should make it easy for customers to reach them, offer solutions, 

not headaches, target the decision maker and develop response protocols: 

Strictly speaking CRM is a comprehensive, multifaceted issue .To be successful, organizations 
have to ensure they are delivering the best value to customers whether it is a business to business or a 
business to customer endeavour. The important concerns of CRM are bringing in new customers and 
ensuring the organization has enough of their needs to make them stay. 

3- Phases CUM And Customers 

Effective CRM revolves around three separate concepts namely getting customers, enhancing 

your relationship and keeping them. Each of these stages is very important, because your relationship will 

steadily evolve with your customers through these different phases. 

 
 



The figure above shows the three phases of CRM cycle and how' they affect your customers. We 

take a look at the CRM cycle; see why they are important and what you can do to deliver a solid, 

successful e- business solution that enhances these phases. Note that all of these phases are inter- 
related, but doing all three components is expensive. Hence many organizations are avoiding 
two of them and are focusing on just one. However providing emphasis on one should not 
entail forsaking the others. Bach of them enables organizations dctei mines  its strength while 
keeping abreast of the technical requirements and underlying infrastructure of each.  

Customers Attraction (Get Them) 

As with many business, attracting customers to a business is crucial. But the Internet is 
a different ball game. Although some element of advertising is essential and necessary but 
acknowledging the core functionality of the Internet is very important. Most importantly, the 

state of art technology and streamlined service are glaring and great ways to get the customer 
stick to your organization for life as m Elsepeler(2001:42). The Internet provides a speedy and. 
enhanced way of accomplishing these in seconds due to integration of the various departments 
of a given organization. Another way e-business attract new customers is with special offers 
for the first-time customers, (such as free stuff, reduced price, special bonanza, discount sale, gifts, 
etc., but there is nothing like free stuff to bring in new customers.), outlined in Baumback (1992:179-

184). 
Ultimately when an individual, group and or organizations are looking out for new 

customer, make sure you take advantage of the technology at hand to give them something of 
value. 

Enhance Your Relationship 

Now that some customers have been attracted to the business, enhancin g the 

relationship with them could encourage up and cross selling. This obviously deepens 

relationship with the customers, and encourages as well as enhances their loyalty to the 

organization. Tor instance the customers service centres spare no opportunity  to enhance the 

organization relationship with the customer especially when the customers calls to either make 

enquiry or complain of damages (Baumback,1992:179 and Elsepcter, 2001:42). The 

representative may use the opportunity to inform the customers of existing or complementary 

product. 

Customers Retention (Keep Them) 

Once the customers have been gotten, organizations should make definite and frantic 
effort to retain or keep them in order not lose them. A returning customer is a most valuable 
asset to the company, as opined in Elsepeter (2001:42). Obviously speaking, business will 
benefit from happy, returning customers. E-business continues to grow where customer service 

and incentives have bloomed. For instance customers will continue to patronize org anization, 
which offers free shipping of ordered and paid goods, (Baumback, 1992:179). Especially since 
there are many e-businesses out there, retaining customers is not only a good idea, but is a 
requirement to stay in business. This implies that there wi ll be many online customers to 
choose from. The major thing that can make of break a company is the methods or strategies 
employed in tending to its customers.  

Contact Centre Environment 

The contact centre which can be viewed as the next generation call ce ntre are multi-

access and mullti-service covering a wide variety of channels including telephone, Internet, 

letters, e-mails, etc thereby going beyond the traditional single function telephone -based call 

centre. In addition the contact centre serves as a s ingle point of contact for various types of 

customer inlet action: sales, marketing, product support, information distribution and other 

services the customer may need.  

According to Loose (1999:5) the traditional retail point of sale is now just one many 

important “point of contact” for a company: the mobile sales forces, call centres, the webs, 

direct marketing and the telephone (i.e. any employee) all contribute opportunities for 

gathering information about the customers and what they want. Ahmed (1999:23 ) depicted that 



the key to success is the organisation consolidation of all the data that is generated through 

these various contact channels. Interactions with the customer are essential for sales and repeat 

sales, as the basic “order taking” is no longer  adequate. The quality and completeness of the 

customer's contact experience has a primary differentiator for any company that exists in a 

competitive market place. The customer contact infrastructure includes all of the systems, 

information, and processes that are needed to provide the success of the customer interaction.  

The contact experience can be significantly improved when the sales, marketing, and 
service personnel including anyone who is “customer -facing ” can access the same information 

about customer preferences, contact occurrences, and over all relationship history. This 
information must be immediately available whenever and wherever it is needed, and il must be 
accurate and complete at all times. Successful customer contact environment as opine d in 
Loose (1999:5), should:- 

• Focus on the needs of the Customer. The environment must provide a single point of 
contact for the customer for all products and services, whether for customer service or 

sales. It must use all the data that is known about the customer so that the customer 
does not have to continually provide the same information, allow the customer decides 
how to interact with the organisation as well as choose both the time of the day and 
mechanism for the interaction.. 

• Increase the Organisation’s Knowledge of Customer, livery customer interaction 

must be remembered. More than that the environment should facilitate dialogue so that 

the organisation is able to build a wealth of valuable information about the customer.  

• Exploit customer Knowledge: flic organisation ‘s knowledge of the customer must  

be used intelligently at any interaction. Every contact should be seen as possible sales 

opportunity, not as random event, offering the most appropriate product at the most 

appropriate price. Knowledge should also be used to enable every function within the 

organization. 

• Provide an Efficient Environment. In today’s highly competitive world, cost is 
always a major driver. As a result, this new customer centric environment needs to be 
highly efficient. It should maximize the use of new technology and cost -effective 
approaches. 

• Improve flexibility of the Environment. Moving forward, the environment's 

flexibility is going to be the key. 'flic environment should support the rapid 

introduction of new products systems to reduce the time to market and to allow the 

organizations exploit new channel 

The Benefits of CRM: CRM is a new marketing technology and using economies of scale to 

offer software, e-mail, Internet, security, backups, remote access, hardware, and 

administration in one package, (Amaefule, 2001:159). 'flic latest CRM applications are carried 

over dedicated lines or the Internet... Applications are deployed and hosted in a centrally 

managed facility (Woherem, 1993 and Ahmed. 199:21). The CRM model is compelling — 

particularly for small and middle market businesses — because of the following advantages: 

Reduced overall costs for both management anti hardware, faster application deployment and 

trouble-free upgrades, improved IT department focus on value-added projects, access from 

anywhere, anytime with just an Internet connection, enhanced security and redundancy, 

bundled voice, applications, video and Internet from one source, an effective platform for e -

commerce development and deployment..(Extract from the INTERNET). 

Other advantages discussed in Amaelule (2001:159) include: Customers retention, the 

ability of the organisation to determine what combinations of products and services work best 

for the most profitable customer; the awareness of an organisation of the kinds of customer it 

wants to attract and retain and; to get more value out of the high value customers by 

identifying their needs and treating them differently, improved business results/ profitability 



and control of market share. Notwithstanding, the cost to implement CRM throughout the 

enterprise, both in terms of implementing products and effecting business change, can be quite 

expensive but the advantages and accrued benefits are worth the expenditures.  

The CRM model, as professed in ‘cCRhit initleuri 1 1)epyeLemn StaIf Pitney Bowes’ 

study could be an ideal fit for your business if you  

• need a software tool for customer relationship management  

• have multiple locations or telecommuters  

• are facing significant hardware or software upgrades 
• are unhappy with your network reliability and security  
• are tired of managing your IT department  
• have heavy IT administration and support costs  
• would like to cost-effectively deploy consumer driven e-commerce. 

Conclusion 

CRM is the latest management approach ushered in by the IT that enables 

organisations t o  identify, attract, maintain and improve retention of profitable customer, 

develop knowledge partnership, maintains customer records of care and billing information, 

identity high valued customer, maintains data of sales and services and carry out periodic 

analysis by managing relationships with them. 

The real value of CRM systems lies not with merely gathering information and making 
it available across the organisation for query. The challenge and promise stem from 

implementing a dynamic CRM system that will actually automate actions back i nto the 
operations without cost and error - prone human interventions. Ultimately, through automation 
of sales, marketing and service can only help a company to follow procedures. It is up to the 
organisation to ensure that best practices and procedures arc automated.  

CRM implementation on an enterprise is usually incremental I y, focusing on 
individual and clear business goals, with clear measurements, reporting an on going metrics to 

show a visible return on investment, 'flic drive must be for a specific objective, whether it is 
churn reduction, improved marketing effectiveness, improve business results, profitability or 
wiser spending on capital plant. Application of CRM enables a change in business processes 
and change in the way the organisation operates that will have the most dramatic effect on the 
organisation's revenue. 

The article notes that businesses need to adopt more customized and customer-Friendly 

communications to reach customers and cut through the clutter of information overload, and 
suggests the following strategies for successful business communications: As it is 
considerable more expensive for companies to attract a  new customer than deepen the 
relationship they have with existing one. Corporate Managers should now be compelled to re -
consider their mindset on chasing market share (by chasing new customers) instead of 
establishing and consolidating their existing customer base. Organisations should accept the 

fact that CRM is very important and beneficial. And therefore should fall back from 
aggressive pursuit of new customer for market share at the expense of old customer as to 
consolidate their customer-base as well as channel efforts towards developing services and 01 
products that are technology independent, individual specific and customer focused.  

E-business applications are becoming increasingly customer focused, which means 
focusing CRM activities around customer, not marketing., sales, or other internal tasks As a 

result it is the input from your customers that drives changes and enhancements in the CRM. 
The needs or wants becomes the driving forces, which allows the e -business to change with 
customer’s wants and needs 
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